[Operational models in the histopathological examination of liver puncture biopsies].
The main goal of this paper is to give an overview of the personal experience in the investigation of the hepatic biopsy. There were analyzed liver specimens from 26 children hospitalized in Clinical Hospital "Sf. Maria" Iaşi. The first clinic diagnosis was post-viral chronic hepatitis and most of the cases provided the serologic markers. Histopathological exam revealed 2 cases of active chronic hepatitis and 24 cases of persistent chronic hepatitis. The interpretation of the lesions relied on Ludwig and Metavir scoring systems. The significance of these scores is very important because they allow one to identify the grading of the necro-inflammatory/histological activity and the staging of fibrosis. Thus, the result of these scoring systems make it possible to classify the cases into aggressivity based forms, indicate the therapy approach and estimate the prognosis as well as the clinical course.